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2017 EDITION ATTRACTS SIGNIFICANT INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES AND
NEW COLLECTORS EXPLORING BURGEONING SOUTH ASIAN MARKET
New Delhi: The 2017 edition of India Art Fair closed on Sunday 5th February following a significant turnout of
over 90,000 visitors over the duration of the fair. Founded in 2008, the annual fair has grown to become South
Asia’s leading platform for modern and contemporary art and the most significant portal to the cultural offering
in the region. India Art Fair 2017 saw participation from a comprehensive range of art world industry luminaries,
with 72 exhibitors joined by prestigious collectors from 19 cities across India and 23 countries around the
globe, further consolidating the sense of an international focus on the South Asian market.
Neha Kirpal, Founding Director of India Art Fair said: “This edition of India Art Fair has been a huge
success, with impressive sales and global engagement from more world leading institutions and collectors
than ever before. The strong international institutional turnout and number of established, new and young
collectors is reflective of the high level of interest in this region. As we approach our ten year anniversary we
look forward to an exciting year ahead, nurturing new relationships and developing our global expertise as a
part of MCH Group’s new Regional Art Fair initiative.”
India Art Fair 2017 demonstrated emphatically that confidence in the contemporary art market is high, with over
90% of galleries reporting strong sales results (94% of Indian galleries and 85% of international galleries sold).
The prices of the works at India Art Fair ranged from more affordable pieces in the region of $1,000 to major
works by artists such as S.H.
 Raza,

F.N. Souza
 , and M.F. Husain, priced upwards

of $8 million. Almost 60% of
the 72 exhibiting booths made sales to new and international collectors and over 30% were made to collectors
under 40. International interest in India Art Fair has never been higher, with strong attendance from directors,
curators, patrons and delegations from prestigious museums including The Met, MOMA and the Guggenheim
in New York, TATE, the Ashmolean Museum in UK, Palais de Tokyo in Paris, The Singapore Art Museum, M+
in Hong Kong - to name a few, all looking to find new inspiration in a less exposed region.
With a growing base of new collectors from across the subcontinent, India Art Fair’s

position as a critical point
of cultural exchange and a portal into South Asian art continues to be affirmed by its successful Collectors’
Programme. Conversely, it is increasingly evident that global Indians are broadening their horizons to the
international market, with evidence of deeper engagement with the select international galleries present at the
fair. Further to this, the 2017 edition has seen the largest number of collectors from Mumbai since the fair’s
inception.
Building on India Art Fair’s ongoing ambition to promote cultural discourse within the region, the Speakers’
Forum was received with critical engagement and debate reinforcing this platform at the fair as a vital forum for
discussion within the region and globally. Notable speakers, sharing an array of engaging themes, included
Richard Armstrong (Director, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museums and Foundation) and Sheena Wagstaff
(Leonard A. Lauder Chairman of Modern and Contemporary Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art) Boon-Hui
Tan (Director, Asia Society Museum), Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi (President and Director of the Sharjah Art
Foundation), and Anurag Khanna (collector), Vir Kotak (Joint Managing Director, JM Baxi Group), Ashiesh
Shah (Founder, Principal Ashiesh Shah Architects).
The Art Fair proactively engaged a range of demographics with a strong policy of diversity and inclusion
bringing together children from over 32 public schools in Delhi along with underprivileged children and those
with special needs through a series of specially curated participatory events and tours.
One popular return to India Art Fair was Platform, providing an opportunity for the best of established and
emerging South Asian galleries, artists and artist collectives to exhibit on an established international platform.
Dina Bangdel, Curator of Nepal Art Council said "Having India Art Fair's Platform series has been absolutely
critical for exposure. For the South Asian artists themselves it is an amazing opportunity. Last year's artists
have now gone on to exhibit at numerous biennales and triennales and I think that is really due to India Art
Fair and our collaboration with them."
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The recognition of India Art Fair’s place and significance, as both aggregator and facilitator, driving the Indian
and South Asian art market in a global context, was re-affirmed early in 2016 when MCH Group, the owners of
the Art Basel fairs, announced their partnership with India Art Fair, in their first commitment to their new
Regional Art Fair initiative. The initiative is designed to bring a portfolio of the world’s leading regional fairs
together to mutually benefit from shared knowledge, contacts and regional expertise in order to help each fair
realise it’s maximum potential in a global context.
In 2018 India Art Fair will mark its 10th anniversary. With MCH Group’s involvement, the fair will progress as a
leading face-to-face, and digital platform, supporting galleries and partners with a broader reach throughout the
year.
Endorsing the results of the fair, here is what a range of some of the most significant collectors and global art
world figures said about this edition of India Art Fair and the fair’s future:

Richard Armstrong, Director, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and Foundation said: “India Art Fair is
irresistible as we have an innate curiosity for what's going on in contemporary India. The museum has taken
a great deal of interest in Indian art, particularly over the last 10 years, and I've been hearing a lot about the
fair and felt it was important to be here”
Sheena Wagstaff, Leonard A. Lauder Chairman of Modern and Contemporary Art, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art said: “India Art Fair provides a crucial forum for important conversations that now rarely
happen in the public sphere. The fair has grown enormously in this respect, and it is for that reason that I am
very happy to be here. I love coming to India Art Fair as it provides such a great opportunity to take the
temperature of contemporary Indian art”
Rajeeb Samdani, Founder of the Samdani Art Foundation and Dhaka Art Summit said: "There are a lot
of non-commercial events in the region, including the Dhaka Art Summit, the Kochi Biennale and Colombo
Biennale, but what is vital for the growth and survival of the art scene in the region is a fair, a market place
and a collector base. Since it began, India Art Fair became a meeting point for everyone, which is of huge
importance. For the next generation of collectors, India Art Fair is the best place to come."
Frédéric de Goldschmidt, Collector, Brussels said: "India Art Fair and the Delhi art community seems to
be working very well together. As a collector it has been wonderful to be so well received by all the different
collectors, museums and galleries, who have had an opportunity to put on their best shows, not only for the
international visitors, but also for the Indian visitors and local people. The fair seems to be developing on a
rich soil of private initiatives, fuelling a hunger and desire for cultural and artistic activities."
H. E. Sheikha Hoor Al Qasimi, President and Director, Sharjah Art Foundation s aid: “I always welcome
the opportunity to come and visit India Art Fair. I find it very interesting and I have a lot of artist and gallerist
friends here so being invited to participate in the Speakers’ Forum was a great opportunity to come back to
the fair.”
Carl Christian Aegidius, Collector, Denmark said: “The fair layout is extremely good with a well done and
positive feeling. The fair is opening the eyes of collectors both to Indian art and also international art. There
is a lot of good indian art and for me some very interesting works with some exciting new discoveries.”
Isabelle and Jean-Conrad Lemaître, Collectors said: “It has been fascinating to get to know the country
through its art. The fair is exceedingly well organised and we have been made very welcome. We have seen
some very interesting video art from a couple of the galleries and we will certainly be coming back again
next year.”
Vishal Mehta, Collector said: "I've been coming to India Art Fair for four years. It is a fantastic platform to
engage with Indian and South Asian artists, and to find the best of the new younger contemporary artists,
not just the moderns. The accessibility at the fair makes it interesting for both collectors and novices. It is a
wonderful few days and an important part of the annual art calendar.”
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Arjun Sharma, Collector said: “I think this is one of the best editions of the fair that I have seen. I have
seen across the board a superior quality of work being shown and this has brought me back to the fair for
the third time in three days, and I’ve not had enough of it yet. … The fair helps art in India and in Asia.”
Suhel Seth, Managing Partner of Counselage India said: "I think India Art Fair is evolving with grace,
elegance and maturity. It's now not just a platform to showcase great art - there is a strategic thematic strain
running right through the fair. What is very impressive is all the adjunct activity going on, whether it's the
Platform exhibits, the confluence of technology and art, or the manner in which people are being
encouraged to participate. … What I love is that the theme has been tightened to South Asia, because then
you create a point of discrimination compared to the 250-odd art fairs that happen all over the world."
JiaJia Fei, Director of Digital, The Jewish Museum s aid: “With the globalisation of the art market and
proliferation of fairs in general this is one of a few that represent a lot of local galleries so I was able to see a
lot of art that you don’t get to see at any other major western fair.”
Rajshree Pathy, Founder Director, India Design Forum said: “India Art Fair is very iconic. I have been a
supporter since the inaugural event and over the last ten years, it has become like a magnet that
consolidated not only the galleries, but the art collectors and those wanting to become collectors. I’ve seen it
grow and metamorphose into something that has not only put India on the global contemporary art map but
has also defined India not only as an emerging art market, but as an important and relevant art market for
the rest of the world. Every year it gets better and better.”
Alessio Antoniolli, Director, Gasworks said: "I think what's interesting about the art fair this year is that
there is a focus on South Asia so it's a great opportunity for someone from abroad to come here and to use
it as an opportunity to research what's happening on the ground. Not only in the market but also younger
artists who may be introduced through the various galleries here."
Boon-Hui Tan, Director, Asia Society Museum said: "I think the fair has really grown from its first iteration
many years ago. I came when it was the Indian Art Summit. What is most interesting is the scene that has
grown around it, how alongside the fair, there are all these other gallery and museum exhibitions. I think this
makes it the prime convening platform. This is where the entire art world in South Asia gathers."
IMAGE SHEET (below - captions left to right):
1. Richard Armstrong, Gayatri Sinha, Sheena Wagstaff, Manuel Rabaté and Sangita Jindal
2. Sarah Jacob with Sunitha Kumar Emmart, Shireen Gandhy, Priyanka Raja, Renu Modi and Hena Kapadia
3. Amin Jaffer with Priyanka Gill
4. Private collector, Aarti Lohia (UK)
5. Suhel Seth, Managing Partner, Counselage India
6. Private Collectors JD and Stewart Evans, (UK)
7. Art collectors Ingrid and Thomas Jochhiem (Germany) with Anupam Poddar
8. JJ Valaya with his daughter
9. Founding Director India Art Fair with Vasvi Bharat Ram and her daughter
10. Private Collector Frédéric de Goldschmidt (Belgium)
11. Santa Barbara Museum Group at India Art Fair 2017
12. Prateek Raja, Director, Experimenter, Private Collectors Isabelle and Jean-Conrad Lemaître (France), and Anurag Khanna
13. Sachin Tendulkar gets a tour of in front of 13th BMW Art Car by Sandro Chia at IAF 2017
14. Rajeeb and Nadia Samdani, Contemporary art collectors and Founder and Directors of the Dhaka Art Summit, (Bangladesh)
15. Sangita Jindal, Chairman JSW Foundation
16. Shobhana Bhartia, Chairperson and Editorial Director of the Hindustan Times Group
17. VIP Director, India Art Fair, Noelle Kadar with Zoya and Zina Singh
18. Rajeev Sethi, Designer, scenographer and art curator
19. Neha Kirpal with Bollywood actor Sonam Kapoor
20. Private Collector, Sunita Choraria (Mumbai)
21. Private Collector, Tahir Sultan (Dubai/ UK)
22. Maria Balshaw, Director of the Whitworth, University of Manchester and Manchester City Galleries (UK)
23. Parmesh Shahani, Head of Godrej India Culture
24. Mr. and Mrs. Dushyant and Ami Dave with Neha Kirpal
25. Sachin Tendulkar takes a tour of India Art Fair with Founding Director Neha Kirpal
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NOTES TO EDITORS
2017 EXHIBITORS
GALLERIES
1 x 1 Gallery (Dubai, UAE)
Aakriti Art Gallery (Kolkata, India)
Aicon Gallery (New York, USA)
Akara Art (Mumbai, India)
Anant Art (New Delhi, India)
Archer Art Gallery (Ahmedabad, India)
Art Alive Gallery (New Delhi, India)
Art District XIII (New Delhi, India)
Art Heritage (New Delhi, India)
Art Houz (Chennai, India)
Art Indus (New Delhi, India)
Art Lounge Gallery (Lisbon, Portugal)
Art Motif (New Delhi, India)
Art Pilgrim (Gurgaon, India)

REDSEA Gallery (Singapore, Singapore)
Rukshaan Art (Mumbai, India)
Sabrina Amrani (Madrid, Spain)
Sanchit Art (New Delhi, India)
Sarjan Art Gallery (Baroda, India)
Shrine Empire (New Delhi, India)
TARQ (Mumbai, India)
Tasveer (Bangalore / New Delhi, India)
Vadehra Art Gallery (New Delhi, India)
Villa del Arte Galleries (Barcelona, Spain / Amsterdam,
Netherlands)
Volte Art Gallery (Mumbai, India)
Vernacular In Flux
Wonderwall (New Delhi, India)

Arushi Arts (New Delhi, India)
baudoin lebon (Paris, France)
Chawla Art Gallery (New Delhi, India)
Chemould Prescott Road (Mumbai, India)
Crayon Capital Art (New Delhi, India)
DAG Modern (New Delhi, India)
Exhibit 320 (New Delhi, India)
Experimenter (Kolkata, India)
Galeria Joan Gaspar (Barcelona, Spain)
Galerie ISA (Mumbai, India)
Galerie Mirchandani + Steinruecke (Mumbai, India)

FOCUS
Art 18/21 / ICA Gallery (Montignac, France / Norwich, UK /
Jaipur, India)
Art Konsult (New Delhi, India)
Asian Art Gallery (Boston, USA)
Bruno Art Group (Tel Aviv, Israel)
Exhibit 320 (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Espace (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Veda (Chennai, India)
Mondo Galeria (Madrid, Spain)

Gallerie Ganesha (New Delhi, India)
Gallerie Nvya (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Art Positive (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Espace (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Ragini (New Delhi, India)
Gallery Veda (Chennai, India)

PLATFORM
Blueprint 12 (New Delhi, India)
Britto (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
Nepal Art Council (Kathmandu, Nepal)
Theertha (Colombo, Sri Lanka)

GALLERYSKE (Bangalore/ Delhi, India)
Grey Noise (Dubai, UAE)
Grosvenor Gallery (London, UK)
Kalfayan Galleries (Athens, Greece)
Lukas Feichtner Gallery (Vienna, Austria)
Nature Morte (New Delhi, India)
Palette Art Gallery (New Delhi, India)
Photoink (New Delhi, India)
Priyasri Art Gallery (Mumbai, India)

CO- OWNERS

INSTITUTIONAL
FICA (New Delhi, India)
Floodlight Foundation (New Delhi, India)
Kanoria Centre for Arts (Ahmedabad, India)
Kiran Nadar Museum of Art (New Delhi, India)
Korean Cultural Centre India (New Delhi, India)
Swaraj Art Archive (Noida, India)
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Neha Kirpal
India Art Fair is South Asia’s leading platform for modern and contemporary art and portal to the region’s
cultural landscape. Its Founding Director, Neha Kirpal, launched the fair in 2008, and has been instrumental in
steering the fair’s unprecedented growth over 8 years into becoming the premier destination for art in the
region.
www.indiaartfair.in
MCH Group
MCH Group, with its head office in Basel (Switzerland), is a leading international group of live-marketing
companies with a comprehensive services network spanning the entire exhibition and event market. It
organises and hosts around 90 exhibitions, including the globally leading Baselworld show, and Art Basel in
Basel, Miami Beach and Hong Kong. MCH Group is building a new portfolio of regionally focused art fairs,
working with its local partners to cement the fairs’ leading positions in their respective regions. Since
September 2016 MCH Group has owned a majority stake in India Art Fair.
www.mch-group.com
AngusMontgomery Arts
AngusMontgomery Arts is an independent exhibition and events company at the forefront of trade and
consumer shows in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. They run over fifty events in over fifteen
countries, and their events span the fields of art, photography and design, food, drink and hospitality. Their art
fairs include Art Central (Hong Kong), India Art Fair (New Delhi), Photo San Francisco and Photo Shanghai.
www.montex.co.uk
PRESENTING PARTNER
BMW India
Headquartered in Gurgaon (National Capital Region), BMW India is a 100% subsidiary of the BMW Group. Till
date, BMW Group has invested over 4.9 billion Indian Rupees (€ 69 million) in BMW India. The wide range of
BMW activities in India include a manufacturing plant in Chennai, a parts warehouse in Mumbai, a training
centre in Gurgaon NCR and development of a dealer organisation across major metropolitan centres of the
country. The BMW Plant Chennai locally produces the BMW 1 Series, the BMW 3 Series, the BMW 3 Series
Gran Turismo, the BMW 5 Series, the BMW 7 Series, the BMW X1, the BMW X3 and the BMW X5. BMW
dealerships display the BMW 6 Series Gran Coupe, the BMW X6, the BMW Z4, the BMW M3 Sedan, the BMW
M4 Coupe, the BMW M5 Sedan, the BMW M6 Gran Coupe, the BMW X5 M, the BMW X6 M and the BMW i8
which are available in the country as Completely Built-up Units. Currently, BMW India has 41 sales outlets in
the Indian market.
www.bmw.in
For all India Art Fair information and news updates please visit www.indiaartfair.in, like us on Facebook or
follow @indiaartfair on instagram, @India_ArtFair on Twitter.
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